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In May, we celebrate Teachers' Gratitude Week and honor all educators who prepare students for the future. Social Security knows that a well-informed instructor is usually the best fit to teach others. That's why we have online resources that are easy to access and share. Social security educators are a
rich resource for teachers and lawyers. Our Teacher Information page contains information and resources to engage students and teach them social security issues. It includes: Continue reading Every Gift Arthritis Foundation will help people with arthritis across the U.S. live their best lives. Join us and
become a Yes Champion. There are many opportunities for volunteers. Get involved to be among those who are life-changing today and changing the future of arthritis. The Arthritis Foundation's proud partners force it to directly support the Foundation's mission every year. Each Gift Arthritis Foundation
will help people with arthritis across the U.S. live their best lives. Whether it's supporting cutting-edge research, 24/7 access to one-on-one support, resources and tools for everyday life, and more, your gift will be life-changing. Make Donation Help millions of people live with less pain and fund
groundbreaking research to discover a cure for this devastating disease. Please make an urgently needed donation to the Arthritis Foundation right now! Become a member of the Become a Member of the Arthritis Foundation today for just $20. You get a year's worth of arthritis magazine today, access to
useful tools, resources and more. Make an Honor or Memorial Gift honor of a loved one with a meaningful donation to the Arthritis Foundation. We will send a handwritten card to the laureate or their family, notifying them of your thoughtful gift. Gift Planning I want information on ways to remember AF in
my will, trust or other financial planning tools. Other ways to give a match gift to donate a car to a donor-advised foundation by taking part in Live Yes! INSIGHTS, you will be among those who are life-changing today and are changing the future of arthritis, for yourself and for 54 million others. And it all
takes only 10 minutes. Your shared experience will help: - Lead to more effective treatments and outcomes - Develop programs to meet the needs of you and your community - Form a powerful agenda that fights for you now is the time to make your voice count, for yourself and the entire arthritis
community. Currently, this program is for the adult arthritis community. Since the needs of the Juvenile Arthritis (JA) community are unique, we are currently working with experts to develop a personalized experience for JA families. By sharing your experiences, you show decision makers, the realities of
life with paving the way for change. You help break down barriers to care, care, research and create resources that make a difference in people's lives, including your own. Start working as a partner, you will help the Arthritis Foundation provide life-changing resources, science, advocacy and community
connections for people with arthritis, the nation's leading cause of disability. Join us today and help guide us as Yes champion. Trailblazer Our Trailblazers are dedicated partners willing to navigate, take action and fight for everyday victories. They contribute $2,000,000 to $2,749,000 Visionary Our
Visionary Partners are helping us plan for a future that includes a cure for arthritis. These inspired and inventive champions contributed $1,500.00 to $1,999,999. Pioneer Our Pioneers are always ready to explore and find new weapons in the fight against arthritis. They contribute $1,000,000 to
$1,499,999. Pacesetter Our Pacesetters ensure that we can chart a course for treatment for those living with arthritis. They contribute $500,000 to $999,000. Image caption Our signature partners make their mark by helping us identify new and meaningful resources for people with arthritis. They
contribute $250,000 to $499,999. Support our support partners are active champions who provide support and assistance to the arthritis community. They contribute $100,000 to $249,999. Learn more about Partnerships Go to the Main ContentHome House - Components of the Ducts Family Handyman
heating and cooling system Keep these tools and gadgets on hand to handle large and small emergencies, including backup generator, duct tape, long burning lights, battery, multi-tool and more. According to DIY family expert Handyman MagazineYou can also sniff: TBDLife supports your housebackup
generatorBuy generator and customize the connectivity system so you can just plug it in. A disaster can make you a victim or a winner. Luck plays a role, and just knowing what to do. But nothing matters more than preparation. This means that your emergency arsenal has the right things. Here are our
suggestions to help you overcome the calamities of big and small. A backup generator is not just a convenience that keeps the TV and the coffee maker going when the power is not working. This can protect your most valuable investment. The generator will power a space heater that keeps pipes from
freezing, a sump pump that prevents flooding, or power tools that allow you to zip up the damaged roof. This is why some insurance companies offer discounts to homeowners who have generators. You can spend less than $500 for a generator or more than $5,000, depending on the type and size. For a
handy online size tool, visit generac.com/residential/sizer. If you have freezer, factor it into generator sizes. A freezer full of spoiled food is expensive (and smelly). If your setup requires long lengthening cords, factor them into your budget; a pair of 12 caliber, caliber, Cords will cost you at least $100. For
more support, use the generator to enter the generator in the search box above. Reader Testimony: Don't wait until you need it! When we got clobbered by the storm in '06, our area had no electricity for three days. By the time the storm hit, home centers and rental centers had already sold or rented their
generators. But since I had planned in advance and bought my generator long before, my house was power-only on the block that did. -Tom FlanaganProtect your threadsDegradable overalls Pump them in your car and protect your good clothes. Don't be the poor dummy you saw on the side of the road,
changing the tire and destroying his suit. Give a pair of disposable overalls in the trunk, plus gloves and an old pair of shoes. You may look like a lost lab technician next to the road, but when you reach your destination, you'll look like James Bond. Disposable overalls cost about $6 in home centers (in the
aisle paint), or you can buy them online through our affiliation to amazon.com and other online sources. Evolution of duct tapeA... the ultimate emergency tool. Who can live without him? But duct tape is not as simple as it used to be. On the one hand, you will find a wide range of value and quality there.
Get good stuff-extra strength and stickiness costs a few bucks more, especially in an emergency. And there are new versions like a 1-in-wide roll from Gorilla Tape (gorillaglue.com) for small fixes and transparent duct tape on Scottish (3M.com). Reader Testimony: Duct tape kept me afloat while fishing,
my friend and I hiked through mosquito-infested forests to reach a secluded lake. The only boat available was a leaky aluminum bath. But that didn't stop us. Trusting our lives with duct tape, we bandaged the body, and soon we were fishing in paradise! -John ReynoldsLong-term lightingLED lantern
lighting uses less energy and lasts much longer than conventional incandescent flashlights. The hand-held handle of the gun-crank flashlight does not rely on batteries that will run down. Long-term candle is a little light, but it lasts a long time. If you can find your old flashlight in the dark, and if the batteries
are running, and if you're lucky, you can get a few hours of light. For durable lighting, there are better options: Batteries last much longer in flashlights and lanterns that have LED bulbs. The multifunctional lantern shown (about $25; energizer.com), for example, will glow for about 500 hours before the
batteries die. A similar lantern with standard lamps will shine for less than 10 hours. Hand-held lanterns never die; they just disappear. And then you can spice them up with one wrist training. In our uns learnable experiments, most models shone for about 30 minutes before needing to recharge. Get one
on equipment or discount discount about $15. For low-tech, inexpensive lighting, light 100-hour candles ($10.50 plus shipping through our belonging to amazon.com). Just remember that candles cause a lot of house fires during power outages, and it's more light than you want. Go start your car (or TV)
Rechargeable batteryThe powerpack includes a flashlight and compressor. Jumper cables are useless if there is no one around to give you a boost. For a solo start, you need a power bag. The simplest power bag is basically a battery in a plastic case ($50). But some powertrains do much more. The
Powerpack 300 shown here (about $110; duracell.com) includes a flashlight and compressor to revive flat tires. It even has a AC socket, so you can recharge the battery tool or watch TV for an hour during a power outage. You'll find food packages in auto parts and discount stores. To browse the web,
look for a food package. Reader Testimony: The charge lasts for months I charge my booster and put it in the trunk in March. When I needed to use it in October, it still had a charge and jumped my car. -Chris HauserEmergency trailer lightsBattery powered lightA bike taillight will serve for a short time
until you get the taillight fixed. If you have any type of trailer, there is a taillight problem in your future. And if you're lucky, you'll only get a ticket on a dark night instead of an F-350 up the back. But if you're smart, you'll keep the battery bike taillight in the trunk (up to $10 in discount stores). When the rear
lantern fails, strap the bike light to the trailer where it will alert tailgaters (and hopefully drive away the cops). Don't push your luck, though. Fix the problem as soon as possible. And one more thing: Make sure you have a spare tire and wrench to haul nuts on the wheels of the trailer, don't expect the key
for your car's bullet to fit. Instant tire fix in canFlat tire fixThis is a great temporary solution to get you to the next service station. This material is like canned magic for flat tires. Just connect you can to the barrel of the valve, press the button and drive away. It can re-switch the tire and seal the puncture. But
this is a temporary solution. Get the tires repaired soon (you can pay an extra $10 to have the sealant removed from the tire). Then head for a discount or auto parts store to pick up a new can (about $6). If your car has pressure sensors in your tires, be sure to choose a sealant that is labeled as a safe
sensor, or you can destroy the $200 sensor. User review: than the spare When I drove through the construction sites, my tires took nails, screws and things that I can't even identify. Tire seals stopped the leak each time. If I had to choose between wearing a spare tire and maybe things, I would choose a
can. -Gary Wentz, editor of TFHAbian multi-toolMulty-toolKip multi-tools on hand to meet your special needs. If you have owned one of these pocket tool kits for years, you may be ready for an upgrade. There are many more options now, and with a little viewing, you can find the exact combination of tools
that you want, whether it's a tourist or a hunter, a truck driver or a firefighter. You'll also find a lot of mini multi-tools, some of them small enough to hang on the key fob. Start browsing in leatherman.com or gerbertools.com. The multi-tool isn't as good as the well stocked toolkit, but it fits into your backpack
or glove box more easily. The Leatherman Super Tool 300 shown here costs about $70.Reader Certificate: An Emergency Medical Tool I work with as a paramedic. One morning we answered a call involving a 2-year-old girl with a seizure. She needed a nasal dose of medication quickly, but the
ambulance could not carry an intranasal applicator. So I put the medicine in a syringe and then cut off and cuddled the needle with my Leatherman tool. A quick syringe into the girl's nose, and the seizure stopped in a matter of seconds. Most paramedics carry a multi-tool. I feel naked without mine. Robert VahleSpare sump pump Most people do not detect that their sump pumps are dead until after a major storm or flood. And that's when the stores are sold out. So buy a spare now (prices start at about $60). If possible, buy a pump that looks like an existing pump, so you won't need to tinker with
different fittings in an emergency. David Gibson, Kittery Point, MDStash from Cash a few years ago, our region suffered from a long blackout. Our most important lesson: Save the cash reserve in emergencies. When power goes out, ATMs are turned off and shops may not be able to handle credit cards.
Pete PlumerVant leaked the cork After a record downpour, my basement jumped leak. I mixed up a batch of hydraulic cement, stuck a handful over the leak and kept it there for a few minutes until it hardened. The problem is solved. Now I always keep a small bucket of stuff around- in case. (A 3-pound
bag of fast-installed hydraulic cement costs about $7 in home centers.) Jim Stapleton, Cherry Hill, NJGenerator end-to-end power cords from a portable generator can enter the house through a door or window, but I created a passage that does not allow errors, noise or rain. It's just a pair of 3-in threaded
PVC fittings that run through my garage wall. I unscrew the corks, run the cords through, and then stuff the rags into the hole. Jim Boyle, Houston, TXTurn your car's generator If you want a light power backup, consider an inverter that connects to your car's battery. Less than $100, you can power a few
lights or a small TV. For about $200, you can get an inverter that will handle large loads like a microwave or a space heater. The 750-watt power inverter shown here ($75; blackanddecker.com) is available on auto parts and discount discounts There's more to using an inverter than just connecting it to
your car's battery, so doing some research before you buy (donrowe.com is a good place to start). And if you want serious power, a backup generator is a much better option. Bill Deitenbeck, Corpse, TXPVC duct inverter microsoft office 2013 activation toolkit download. microsoft office 2013 activation
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